Great Results Guarantee

Under the agreement for 2015
Monkland State School will receive

$31,250*

*Estimated on 2014 data. Actual funding will be determined after 2015 enrolment data is finalised.

This funding will be used to

- **Increase** the percentage of students at or above the NAPLAN National Minimum Standard from 68% in 2013 Year 3 reading **to 90% in 2015 Year 5 reading**.
- **Increase** the percentage of students achieving a ‘C’ standard or above in English, Mathematics and Science from 78% in 2014 **to 85% in 2015** across all year levels.
- **Every student** accessing a different year level curriculum (that is, with an individual curriculum plan) will achieve a ‘C’ standard or better against the relevant year-level achievement standard.

Our strategy will be to

- Embed the culture, climate, processes and protocols of classroom observation and feedback to support professional development and encourage reflective practice/action learning.
- Develop teacher capacity to design curriculum-aligned monitoring and assessment tasks (for short-term data cycles)
- Increase teachers’ repertoire of effective strategies for teaching Reading and Writing through Professional Development.
- Build teacher capability in gathering and using evidence to determine the different year-level curriculum some students require and to develop and successfully implement ambitious but achievable individual curriculum plans.

Our school will improve student outcomes by

- Develop, resource and implement a professional development and coaching program to support teachers in data gathering, collation, analysis and use.
- Develop and implement a whole school approach to teaching reading and writing aligned with Sheena Cameron and Alison Davis through a gradual release process (I do, You Do, We do).
- Employ additional staff to support timetabled Reading and Writing blocks throughout the school across all year levels.
- Purchase Springboard into Reading and Reading Eggs online to support and engage young readers.
- Invest, adapt and develop an early years phonemic awareness program

| | 
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Great state. Great opportunity.  
And a plan for the future.